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Mentoring is a particular form of relationship designed to provide personal and 
professional support to an individual. The mentor facilitates the way to support the 
development of the mentee. In a nutshell, a student mentor's role may be perceived to 
be facilitative, supportive, and developmental for the student community in general. 
 

 
 

 



The orientation program was organized on 16th September 2021 with the welcome of 
the students, their parents, dignitaries, faculty members and Chief Guest of the event Dr 
M. Kishore Babu, Dean- MH& S, who graced the occasion with his presence. Followed 
next was lamp lighting ceremony accompanied by SaraswathiVandana.  
 
Next, a brief description of the institute and orientation program was given by Dr. J V 
Shanmukha Kumar,HoD- Chemistry which included the motto, history and reputation of 
university along with recent achievements. 
 

 
 
 

The esteemed Dean- MH & S, Dr M. Kishore Babu, then expressed his cultivating ideas. 
He exhorted students to prefer research, entrepreneurship over on campus placement, 
education should be knowledge oriented rather than placement oriented. Students 
should try to attain overall development in sports, extra-curricular activities in addition 
to academics.  
 

 
 
Next, Principal- College of Science, Prof. K Subramanyam talking about institutional 
governance, illuminated the audience about state-of-the-art infrastructure of the 
campus.  
 



 
 
The students were then enlightened on Student Mentorship Program by Dr K R S 
Prasad, Dean- Student Affairs. The students were acquainted with the opportunities 
they will be receiving under the Student Mentorship Program and all the support and 
guidance that they will be getting from the SMP.  
Dean Student Affairs Prof. K R S Prasad, next discussed miscellaneous affairs of the 
institute namely financial aid and scholarships, student welfare, code of conduct. Also 
gave brief on importance of sports in student life, housing environment at the institute, 
the facilities and infrastructure active in the hostels, mess, and hostel maintenance 
committees etc., 
 

 
 
Prof. N B V Prasad, Dean- Placements, acquainted students with the opportunities and 
training to be provided for placements. He discussed about the requirements for 
placement and companies visited the campus. 
 



 
 
Next, Dr B Pradeep Kumar, Associate Dean- Research and Development, discussed the 
importance of research, entrepreneurship and how innovation and incubation centre 
set up at the college can facilitate in shaping and honing start-ups at the institute. He 
further discussed the vital role of development of new technologies.  
 

 
 
Then the students were addressed by the PG Coordinator Dr Anna Venkateswara Rao, 
who welcomed the students and gave them an introduction regarding the academic 
disciplines, academic structure of the institute, along with grading scheme and results. 
 



 
 
Final year students Gayathri, Meghana and Sudhakar shared their experiences at 
chemistry department, KLEF with the first-year students.  
 

 
 
The second half of the orientation programstarted with the visit around the KLEF 
Campus and concluded with the closing remarks by Dr MonimaSarma. 
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